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IINNTTRROODDUUCCTTIIOONN  
Becoming part of World-Class Championship Drag Racing at Maryland International 
Raceway (MIR) is the most direct route for your company to reach the Mid-Atlantic 
motorsports market. MIR offers months of exposure – much more effective than 
conventional print ads or other media 
offering only seconds, at best minutes, of 
exposure. Our sponsors reap months of 
valuable exposure to enhance market 
share. Sponsors access the full racing 
season (March - November), plus the 
“pre-season” promotional activities 
(January - March). Put your company in 
the “Fast Lane” to success with MIR track 
sponsorship and advertising.  
 

MMIIRR’’SS  MMAARRKKEETT  PPOOSSIITTIIOONN  
• The only motorsports facility in the Baltimore - Washington - Northern Virginia corridor 
boasting a schedule with over 100 events on an annual basis. 
 
• Serves the affluent Baltimore - Washington - Northern Virginia corridor. Average 
household income is nearly double the national average. 
 
• This facility is the largest drag racing complex in the region. No other drag racing outlet 
of this size exists from Mohnton, PA in the north, to Petersburg VA in the south.  
 

HHIISSTTOORRYY  &&  AATTTTEENNDDAANNCCEE  
• For over five decades the thrill and spectacle of championship racing has come to life 
at MIR. As a result of promoting thousands of racing events, MIR has played host to 

literally millions of spectators. This 
offers establishments from large 
national corporations to local small 
businesses the opportunity to meet 
one-on-one with their existing 
customers and develop new 
relationships.  
 
• Specialized advertising and 
promotional campaigns have 
produced consistent attendance 
growth over the years. Because MIR’s 
annual schedule contains over 100 
events, year-end attendance figures 
exceed 200,000! 

 

  

      This proposal provides you with: 

• An Overview of the MIR Audience 

• Background Information about MIR 

• Advertising Information 

• Custom Marketing  

• Sponsorships 

• Signage Opportunities  
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OOPPPPOORRTTUUNNIITTYY  
• MIR has many high profile special events, such as 
Hday, Door Wars, XDA, PDRA, Jet Wars, Superchargers 
Showdown, Ford Fever Classic, World Cup Finals, 
various National Tour events, and many more.  
Combined with our ET Series events and our Friday 
night Midnight Madness events from March through 
November, the opportunities are endless.  
 
• Research indicates that racing fans earmark a large portion of their higher-than-  
average discretionary income for products and services they see at the track. Their 
brand loyalty extends across the full spectrum of consumer goods from soft drinks and 
beer to petroleum products, household detergents, and clothing. 
 

• MIR Sponsor Spotlight (display areas) offers 
track sponsors and advertisers an opportunity for 
one-on-one contact with their best customers -- 
racers & fans -- whether it is for on-the-spot 
purchases or referrals for future sales. 
 
• The racing community is a very close-knit 
group, and is very loyal to those who support 
their sport. These heroes earn their fans' 
adMIRation, and enthusiasts develop strong 
loyalties to sponsor companies. 
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 If your group is looking for excitement, color, pageantry and just plain fun - we're the venue for you! 
We have facilities to accommodate groups from 10-2,000. Hospitality sites, catering, reserved 
grandstands and sometimes even tower suites are available for your use. Birthdays and Bachelor 
parties as well as Company Outings are hosted here at Maryland International Raceway. Your 
guests can even compete on the racetrack for prizes and titles if you choose to include this as part of 
your Company Day!  

 

We will tailor a ticket program to fit your needs. Discount ticket packages vary depending on the event.  

Suite Rental Option #1: ANNUAL RENTAL 
Tower suite rentals are available for $7,000 
per year for a three-year term. The suites will 
seat approximately 21 people with standing 
room for an additional 5 people. 
 
There are tables for catered affairs along with 
countertop, sink, small refrigerator, adjustable 
PA speakers and a dimmer system for the 
lights, to enhance nighttime viewing. 
 
In addition, all of the suites will have 
programmable key cards (15 per suite) like the ones you find at most hotels. These cards will 
allow you and your guests exclusive access to not only your suite but will allow access to the 
reserved restrooms on either floor of the tower. The card will also allow you entrance to the 

preferred parking area, or the Diamond Lot at 
all events. The suite holder will be given two 
season passes. 
  
Suite Rental Option #2: SPECIAL EVENT 
RENTAL 
MIR has over 25 special events over the 
course of the season. The suite rental fee is 
$800 per event. The suite includes 5 key 
cards for entry to the suite and reserved 
restrooms in the tower, tables for catered 
affairs along with countertop, sink, small 
refrigerator, adjustable PA speakers and a 
dimmer system for the lights, to enhance 
nighttime viewing. 
 
Suite Rental Option #3: WEEKLY 
PROGRAM 
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On any of our weekly programs such as Test 
and Tunes, Late Model Performance Midnight 
Madness, and the 1320 Fabrication ET Series 
events (or any other events not on the special 
event calendar), the suite rental fee is $300 per 
day, per event. The suite includes 5 key cards 
for entry to the suite and reserved restrooms in 
the tower, tables for catered affairs along with 
countertop, sink, small refrigerator, adjustable 
PA speakers and a dimmer system for the 
lights, to enhance nighttime viewing. 
 
Hospitality Sites --- The most popular way to 
entertain at the races. Imagine a large fenced area, colorful tents and your company logo in a 
high visibility area. This is the perfect venue to impress your customers, clients or friends. Contact 
the MIR office for event pricing. MIR can accommodate all of your catering and rental needs. 
Special ticket programs can be constructed to meet your personal needs. 
 

 
 

Reserved Grandstands --- Perfect solution for keeping your entire group together at your “DAY 
AT THE RACES”. This can be done on an individual basis or used to compliment your hospitality 
site. Contact the MIR office so we can help you plan your function. 
 
 

  
 

 

AADDVVEERRTTIISSIINNGG  IINNFFOORRMMAATTIIOONN  
The MIR staff has a commitment to quality and service. We work side-by-side with our sponsors and advertisers to 
best promote their products and services. These programs provide cost effective ways for any business to reach 
the hundreds of thousands of customers that attend MIR annually.  Listed on the next few pages are the signage 

programs, sizes, locations and costs. You can upgrade your Signage and Sponsorship package with the “Total 
Marketing Package” and save money with a multi-year contract! MIR can also customize your sponsorship to best 
fit the needs of your business. These are available for discounted fees when combining elements from multiple 

programs and/or incorporating additional special promotions not covered in programs outlined. 
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SSIIGGNNAAGGEE  OOPPPPOORRTTUUNNIITTIIEESS 
 

(Includes sign space and name added to Sponsor Directory on MIR’s website. MIR offers substantial 
savings to our sponsors or advertisers on two-year and three-year contracts) 

 
 

 

 

Starting Line: Two 2' x 6' signs prominently displayed on each 

side of the guardrail at or near the starting line.  

 
 
 
 
 

Cost per year:  1 year $800    2 years $700    3 years $600 
 

 
 

 

Staging Area: One 42" x 8' two-sided sign prominently displayed 

on fencing in the staging area. This is a great place to be if you are 

targeting the racers themselves, as your sign would be very visible when 

they enter the property and are waiting to make their runs. 

 

Cost per year:  1 year $1,000    2 years $900    3 years $800 
 

 

 

Grandstand Trackside Fencing: Two 42" x 8' signs 

prominently displayed on each side of the track on the spectator fencing 

at or near the starting line. 
 
 
 

 

Cost per year:  1 year $1,300    2 years $1,150    3 years $1,000 
 

 

 
 

Pit-Side Grandstand Billboard:  Offering long-term, 

high-visibility exposure, Grandstand Sponsorships are for companies 

interested in large signage. Sign dimensions are 4' x 16'. The billboard is 

displayed above the top row of a pit-side grandstand section, at a height 

that is always completely visible, even with a full grandstand.  That 

section of grandstand will also be identified by the sponsor’s name 

(example: the Budweiser Grandstand Section). 
Cost per year:  1 year $2,600    2 years $2,400    3 years $2,200 

 

 

 

 

Spectator-Side Grandstand Billboard:  Providing 

the highest-visibility at MIR, Grandstands are for companies interested in 

high visibility. Sign dimensions are 4' x 24' - which is eight feet longer 

than the Pit Side grandstand signs. The billboard  is displayed above 

the top row of a Spectator-side grandstand section, at a height that is 

always completely visible, even when the grandstands are completely 

full.  This section of grandstands will also be announced and identified 

by the sponsor’s name (i.e. the Line-X Grandstand Section). 
Cost per year:  1 year $3,200    2 years $3,000     3 years $2,800 

 

 

 
 

Back of Grandstand Billboard: Here is an inexpensive 

large sign opportunity, by utilizing the backs of the grandstand signs 

listed above.  On the Pit Side (4’ x 16’) these signs would be highly 

visible in the pit area.  On the Spectator side (4’ x 24’), they would be the 

first signage seen by all spectators as they enter the grandstand area. 

Same cost for pit or spectator side.             

 

Cost per year:  1 year $1,000    2 years $900    3 years $800 
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Scoreboard Lane Sponsor: This is a 6' x 22' illuminated 

sign placed just above one of the giant scoreboards located on either 

side of the finish line. Scoreboard signage offers the highest visibility and 

is repeatedly referred to for race results. The track lane where your 

company’s scoreboard sign appears is designated by the company 

name. The track announcer describes each car on approach to the 

starting line and announces results as the run is completed. Example: 

“Your number one qualifier, Bill Smith with the Mustang, will line up in 

the NAPA lane. In the Coors Light Lane, we have the number 10 

qualifier, Fred Johnson in the Camaro… …and at the finish line give  the 

win to the Coors Light side, Fred Johnson with the upset!”   Every eye 

turns to the scoreboards on every pass for E.T. and MPH scores. The 

constant audio and visual exposure creates a positive mental picture 

and automatic association with your company image.  This is the most 

valuable Signage Sponsorship at the raceway. 

Cost per year:  1 year $11,000    2 years $10,000    3 years $9,000 
 

 

 

Rear of Tower Billboard:  This large 4’ X 16’ sign is in a 

maximum visibility location and is designed for the company who wants 
long term corporate identity. 

 
 
 
 

 

Cost per year:  1 year $2,000    2 years $1,750    3 years $1,500 
 

 

 

Control Tower Signage: MIR advertisers will have the 

opportunity to display their company name or logo on one of our large (4’ 

x14’) internally illuminated signs on the front of our state-of-the-art 

control tower. The control tower is one of the most visible and viewed 

locations (along with the scoreboards) on the entire track property. 

These signs will be exposed to the numerous starting line photographs, 

which will appear in many national and local magazines along with 

newspapers, event brochures, flyers and much more!  Your tower 

signage will receive maximum exposure and greatly enhance any brand 

identity campaign that all advertisers should have in their portfolio. 
Cost per year:  1 year $4,000    2 years $3,750    3 years $3,500 

 

 
Please Note: Sponsor/advertiser will be responsible for creation & material costs. MIR has professional sign creation and fabrication 

available at a reasonable cost.  
 

 

TTOOTTAALL  MMAARRKKEETTIINNGG  PPAACCKKAAGGEE  
 

Cost per year:  1 year $1,500      2 years $1,250      3 years $1,000 

(Available with signage packages of $1,000 or more) 
 

• P.A. Commercials - Your professionally produced 30-second commercial will be featured during track 
announcements at most races.                                                                     

                                                             

• MIR Sponsor’s Spotlight - Display space (20’ x 20’ maximum) can be made available to sponsors and 
advertisers at all MIR selected races (except for partnerships with outside associates such as HDAY, 
XDA, PDRA, World Cup Finals, etc). Soliciting business is encouraged through display booths, product 
sampling, special awards, flyers or other means approved by MIR management. When displaying, 2 
admissions are included. Please contact Christopher Higgins at 301-884-9833 by Monday prior, if 
interested in displaying. 
 

• Gate Handouts - Choose any race you like (except for partnerships with outside associates such as 
HDAY, XDA, PDRA, World Cup Finals, etc) and the sponsor/advertiser will be allowed to distribute their 
flyer or handout at all gates, parking lots and concession stands. This is the most cost effective direct 
marketing available (sponsor/advertiser is solely responsible for production, printing and staffing of flyer 
distributions). 
 

• Single Admission Passes – New advertisers with the Total Marketing Package will receive a total of 
15 admission passes which will be good for any event at MIR (except for partnerships with outside 
associates such as HDAY, XDA, PDRA, World Cup Finals, etc) during the season. 
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EEVVEENNTT,,  SSEERRIIEESS,,  AANNDD  TTIITTLLEE  RRAACCEE  SSPPOONNSSOORRSSHHIIPPSS  
 

These special programs offer the “biggest bang for the buck” in promoting a business 
through MIR. An event package provides a sponsor company with the title rights to an 
established special event or race series. Each special event is promoted via heavy radio 
and collateral promotion covering major market stations in the Washington DC metro area. 
MIR will align your company with an event offering maximum exposure and publicity. 

 An "event package" becomes a prime vehicle to feature a company on radio ads, track signage, print ads, 
track brochures, flyers, and direct mail promos. Collateral “tie-ins” provide sponsors with opportunities for 
coupon distributing and sampling. MIR cross-promotions have a history of being strong traffic builders for 
sponsor businesses.  
 As an added feature of Event, Series, and Title Race Sponsorships, arrangements can be made for use of 
MIR’s exclusive Sponsors Tower Suite. Sponsors can entertain important business contacts or reward 
employees by offering them a day at the races with the best seat in the house. MIR’s air-conditioned VIP 
tower suites in our state-of-the-art control tower and can hold approximately 21 people each. 
 

Event Sponsor…………………..……………………………………………...  Special Pricing/Co-op Ad Program 
A single event, or race day, can have impact by adding a company name to the title. It could be promoted as 
a sponsor showcase day. Example: MIR presents the “Late Model Performance Midnight Madness Season 
Kick-off, FREE T-shirts to the first 500 fans entering the gate”. 
 

E.T. Series Sponsor…………………………………………………...……….   Special Pricing/Co-op Ad Program 
This program offers a "series" of race days, that carry weekly points standing for competitors, and is tracked 
by the fans. Sponsors have the opportunity to use the company name with: the series title, in advertising, a 
special award, and for signage in the winner’s circle (photographed with weekly winners). 
Examples: BUDWEISER and MIR present the “BUD LIGHT King of the Creek Challenge”. 
 

Title / Presenting Race Sponsor………………….….. Special Pricing/Co-op Ad Program 
MIR Title Races are promoted and recognized as the region’s highest profile national 
championship drag racing events. These events receive the heaviest radio and media 
expenditures, yield the highest spectator counts, and offer the sponsor maximum 
exposure. Examples: “Snap-On Tools Superchargers Showdown" or “Atomizer Racing 
Injectors Door Wars presented by ATI Performance Products”. 
 
Class Sponsor…………………..……………………………………………...   Special Pricing/Co-op Ad Program 
Class sponsorship offers a company maximum recognition at any given event. As a class sponsor, the 
company logo will be placed on brochures and online with the sponsored class. The company name will also 
be announced while making calls for the particular class. Ex: “UPR Product X275 needed to lanes 3 & 4.” or 
“Your winner in 1320 Fabrication Warriors Outlaw is going to be Jason Abee!” 
 

DDIIRREECCTT  MMAAIILL  MMAARRKKEETTIINNGG  
 
Promote your business with direct "piggyback" mailings that are sent to over 20,000 subscribers on the MIR 

mailing list. Your current flyer or brochure can be added to one of MIR's four annual major mailings 
throughout the racing season. For only $.10 per piece, your flyer will reach thousands of racers and fans. Or 
for a nominal fee, have MIR create a flyer for your business to add to a mailing. Pricing determined by flyer 

content and printing costs. 

 
 

Drag Racing at MIR is not just an exciting, historic place to test the 
limits of hardware and heroes, it is also a unique environment for conducting 
serious, productive business. Above-average income, coupled with sponsor 

loyalty, creates an attractive opportunity for any sponsor. 
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BBEECCOOMMEE  AA  MMIIRR  TTRRAACCKK  SSPPOONNSSOORR  
An investment as a Track Sponsor or Advertiser with MIR affords your company years of return in 
proven sponsor loyalty and increased business. Being an MIR Track Sponsor is an important 
business element for the track, the racers, and the fans. Co-op advertising and sponsorships help 
to provide bigger, more prestigious events, thus generating larger audiences for the sponsor’s 
message. 
 

 
 
MIR has the experience, the commitment, and the programs that ensure effective promotion of 
MIR sponsor companies. These sponsor programs provide a unique opportunity for targeting a 
specific market segment, and the region’s only motorsports outlet on this scale. 
 
Through this unique program, MIR is offering exciting, affordable sponsorships on a “turn-key” 
basis. Simply sign-up for your Sponsorship Program and the MIR staff will put your business on 
the inside track! 
 

CCOONNCCLLUUSSIIOONN  
A MIR sponsorship is a highly effective marketing tool and a business decision that makes sense. 
Call the MIR office today and your business will be headed for “Marketing in the Fast Lane” at 
Maryland International Raceway! 
 
Thank you for considering MIR sponsorship programs.  Please give us a call at 301-884-9833 
with any questions you may have. We look forward to speaking with you! 

 

Christopher Higgins 
Director of Marketing and PR 
CHiggins@GoRaceMIR.com 
GoRaceMIR.com 

 

(301)884-9833 

mailto:CHiggins@GoRaceMIR.com

